
Welcome to
Stand Out On Video

With: Jaya Rose



Module #1
The Look

What is your brand image?

Example: Teacher, Motivator, Coach, Friend, Professional

How do you want people to feel when they watch your
videos?

Example: Inspired, Comfortable, Educated

* Set up your space to match your vibe!

Lighting:

Lamps are awesome, remember to have the light in front of
you! I also you a big box light when I am filming pre-recorded
videos.

*Make it easy on yourself by setting up a filming station.



Camera Angle:

Your head is in the upper center of a 6 part grid.

Have the camera slighty above you.

Use a tripod!

* No looking up your nose! :)

Create a picture frame around.

* Don't be too close to the camera! Show us your neck.

MakeUp

Is wearing makeup a part of your brand?

Do you normally wear makeup in your life or to a 'job'?

Have your look match your brand! But, make sure you put a little
effort in.



Module #2
Delivery

Smile 

This makes people feel comfortable and drawn to you!

This creates the 'like' factor.

Hand Gestures

Use your natural hand gestures.

Creates a feeling of "trust'.

Interaction

Really talk to people! Even if they aren't there, think about the
replay viewers too.

Look at the camera - don't look at yourself.

Make people feel comfortable.



Natural head movements

Don't be afraid to be your natural self.

It makes your video feel way more natural when you moves your
head and eyes around.

Laugh

Don't hold back.

Are you a serious person?

Are you silly and fun?

Do you and just know - you don't have to be perfect!

Be YOURSELF!



Module #3
Energy

How would you be if we were to meet in person?

Example: Low key, hyper, loud, quiet.

Determine your natural way and most likely you will need to ramp
it up.

On video you need to ramp up your energy!

* Video takes away some of your energy.

It should 'feel' like you are putting out a lot of energy.

DON'T BE BORING!

Your soul mate clients are watching you and are reacy to 'know,
like and trust' you.

Get your mojo up with movement and music - show up as your
empowered self.

Stand Out On Video as YOU and share your MAGIC!


